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From the author of A Captain's Duty, the New York Times best-selling account of Captain

Phillips, comes the untold story of the most important rescue mission not just of the Vietnam

War, but the entire Cold War.One American aviator, who knew our most important secrets,

crashed behind enemy lines and risked capture by both the North Vietnamese and the Soviets.

One Navy SEAL and his Vietnamese partner had to sneak past them all to save him.At the

height of the Vietnam War, few American airmen are more valuable than Lieutenant Colonel

Gene Hambleton. His memory is filled with highly classified information that the Soviets and

North Vietnamese badly want. When Hambleton is shot down in the midst of North Vietnam’s

Easter Offensive, US forces place the entire war on hold to save a single man hiding among

30,000 enemy troops and tanks. Airborne rescue missions fail, killing eleven Americans.

Finally, Navy SEAL Thomas Norris and his Vietnamese guide, Nguyen Van Kiet, volunteer to

go after him on foot. Gliding past hundreds of enemy soldiers, it takes them days to reach

Hambleton, who, guided toward his rescuers via improvised radio code, is barely alive, deeply

malnourished, and hallucinating after eleven days on the run.In this deeply researched, untold

story, award-winning author Stephan Talty describes the extraordinary mission that led

Hambleton to safety. Drawing from dozens of interviews and access to unpublished papers,

Saving Bravo is the riveting story of one of the greatest rescue missions in the history of the

Special Forces.
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April 1972PrologueThe RiverGene Hambleton pushed himself away from the tree he’d

collapsed against and peered into the jungle. A stray beam of light had passed down between

the fronds and thick vines that hung in front of him, illuminating something beyond them,

something light among the dark browns and greens. He squinted. It looked like a sandbar.The

navigator managed to lever himself up and stumble over to the edge of the banana grove. He

crouched down and placed his fingers on the last of the fronds, and pushed the leaves apart.

There it was, a large, long sandbar, glowing in the sun, a slash in the thick foliage.But a

sandbar in the middle of the Vietnamese jungle? It was ridiculous. Hambleton thought, not for

the first time, that he might be losing his mind.He was aware that his condition was

deteriorating rapidly. After eight days on the run from the enemy, with no food and fear a



constant companion, he couldn’t trust his own perceptions. His body was bruised, severely

malnourished, and weak. He’d lost about forty pounds on his already thin six-foot-two frame;

his once pristine flight suit hung on him, filthy and torn. The hallucinations he’d been

experiencing for the past day were growing more frequent and more lifelike. Perhaps this was

one of them.And yet there it was, a sandbar about fifty yards away.Exhausted, the navigator lay

down on the ground and stared in fascination at the line of tan, wishing the daylight were

stronger so that he could get a clearer view. It was muggy. Mosquitoes buzzed; gibbons

shrieked in the canopy. After four or five minutes, his eyes seemed to adjust and the thing

below him swam into focus. Hambleton realized that he’d been mistaken. What he was looking

at wasn’t a sandbar after all. It was a river.The navigator was overcome with emotion. He’d

found the Mieu Giang at last, which meant he was close to being rescued. He would not be

marched to Hanoi, as he’d feared, and tortured to give up his secrets.Hambleton struggled to

his feet, staring at the rolling water. His self-control deserted him and he hurried forward toward

the river. He had to reach it; his rescuers might be waiting. The stealth he’d practiced so

obsessively for the past days disappeared as he thrashed through the foliage, shoving the thick

leaves aside and pushing his body through the gaps. As he careened forward, the ground

dropped away from under him and he fell heavily. He’d blundered over the lip of an

embankment, and now he tumbled down its side, his body turning somersaults. He raised his

arms to protect his head as he pounded down the slope. After a few seconds, Hambleton

crashed into a tree trunk and stopped dead. He could hardly breathe.Unable to stand, he

began to crawl on his belly. When he finally reached the river’s edge, he put his hands into the

water and splashed some back and forth, delighting in its texture. It had to be the Mieu Giang.

Though he knew Vietnamese rivers were often full of bacteria that caused terrible diseases, his

throat was bone dry and so he plunged his face into the water and drank. “Thank you, sweet

Jesus,” he said. “Thank you.”After he’d been shot down, Hambleton had vowed to himself that

he wouldn’t be captured. One reason was his desire to see Gwen, his willowy beloved wife,

again. The other had to do with the Cold War. In nearly thirty years in the Air Force, he’d

worked on highly classified missile systems and specialized in electronic counter-warfare,

collecting top-secret information that the Soviets coveted. In his memory lay the inner workings

of advanced radar systems and the names of the cities that American nuclear warheads were

pointed toward at that very moment. Now he would make it out of the jungle without having to

reveal them to the KGB agents stationed in Hanoi. Just by surviving, he would prove to his

father and his war-hero brother that he too could display courage under great stress, that he

was a man to be reckoned with.As Hambleton studied the river, however, his mood darkened.

He couldn’t tell how wide it was but guessed two hundred feet. “What had looked like a

godsend only moments before,” he later recalled, “now looked like an impassable abyss.” He

could barely walk. How was he supposed to swim across that?He rested until the sky turned

dark. When he awoke, there were rustling sounds from above. They were coming from the

foliage on the edge of the embankment. Something was heaving itself through the underbrush,

thwacking its way forward. More than one thing. It could only be the North Vietnamese.The

water was shallow as he hurried into it. The stones cut painfully into his feet, but he couldn’t cry

out in case the NVA soldiers heard him. The water rose up to his chest as he forged into the

current and pushed downstream as fast as he could.As he rushed downriver, the bottom

beneath his feet dropped away and Hambleton plunged into the cold depths, his head sinking

under the surface. Underwater, he fought for breath, kicking and flailing, trying to push himself

higher. But the heavy survival radios weighed him down, and he only sank deeper into the

translucent darkness.One reason Gene Hambleton believed he was close to being saved was



the unprecedented number of soldiers who had been sent out to bring him back alive. For a

week, hundreds of American pilots, navigators, door gunners, forward air controllers, and

pararescuemen had risked their lives to retrieve him. Never before in the nation’s history had so

many men or so much materiel—an armada of fighter planes, B-52s, attack helicopters, Navy

aircraft carriers—been put into play to save a single person, and they never would be again.

But the mission had not gone well. Eleven men were dead and one was missing, while two

more were being marched to North Vietnamese prisons. And Hambleton, who was surrounded

by thousands of enemy soldiers, remained in imminent danger of being captured.Because of

this stupendous outlay of blood and treasure, certain members of the military had turned

sharply against the mission. “You goddamn son of a bitch,” one furious commander told a

rescue planner. “If anything goes wrong in that operation, you guys are gonna be hung out to

dry.” Helicopters had been forbidden to make any more attempts to bring Hambleton back. No

further B-52 airstrikes had been authorized. In fact, the only force left with a chance of getting

Hambleton out alive was a short, slim, soft-spoken twenty-eight-year-old Navy SEAL named

Tommy “Flipper” Norris and his small team of South Vietnamese sea commandos.Norris was

an unusual person to be leading such a mission. He didn’t come across as very warrior-like; in

fact, he looked barely big enough to be in the Navy, let alone in the SEALs. (One soldier who

met him years later remarked, “Damn, I didn’t know they made ’em that small.”) Then there

was Norris’s friendly expression—he was as polite and affable as a young priest—and his

tendency to dissolve into loud, braying laughter when something amused him. But the smile hid

a ferocious will. Lieutenant Tommy Norris hated, just hated, to give up on anything. Once, when

bad eyesight threatened to end his dream of becoming a fighter pilot, he’d managed to improve

his vision through hours of concentrated effort, which no other failed applicant had even

thought of trying to do, because most people don’t regard seeing as a skill you can get better

at. And when it came to physical courage, he was a freak, even among his fellow soldiers. “He

simply did not seem to notice,” one fellow soldier said, “or react to personal danger.”The young

SEAL, however, was in trouble. That afternoon, more than a dozen members of his support

team had been killed in a rocket attack on their forward base. And as the hours passed, the

American realized that he was facing a gathering mutiny among his commandos, who believed

with good reason that if they ventured out that night to save Hambleton, they were going to

die.Part IGene1MidwesternHis original ambition had been to fly. Ever since he was a teenager

living in the heart of the Midwest, Iceal “Gene” Hambleton had ached to get away from its

listless plains and into the air. But he was born in farm country, near the Illinois-Indiana border,

to a man who discouraged dreaming in his sons.The family had been in the Midwest for

generations. Gene’s father, also named Iceal, grew up in the small town of Rossville, Illinois,

but had set his heart on becoming a lawyer and getting away from the boredom, the bad crops,

and the 5 a.m. milking times of farming life in the early 1900s. After graduating from high

school, Iceal Sr. went away to college and was doing well there. Then a letter arrived

instructing him to return home immediately; his father had died and he was needed to tend the

crops. Iceal packed his law books into his suitcase and returned home to Rossville.That first

dose of bitterness didn’t take, not completely. Iceal Sr. was a fiercely stubborn young man—his

sons would inherit this quality—and he wasn’t about to be easily denied his dreams. He went to

work on the farm with his usual zeal and even found enough time to marry a sweet-natured

local woman, Stella Wilbur, whom he’d known since he was fourteen. On November 16, 1918,

a son arrived and was named Iceal Eugene Hambleton. Iceal Jr. had an older sister, Frances;

three years later, a younger brother, Gil, was born.Iceal Jr. was born near the end of a farm

boom. World War I had pushed prices to previously unimagined heights; an Illinois farmer



could sell his corn crop for $1.35 a bushel, almost three times the prewar haul. But when the

peace treaty was signed at Versailles, profits plummeted, and with a young family to support,

Iceal Sr. turned his eyes to agribusiness. By the 1920s, he’d worked his way up through the

ranks of a company that bred and sold Percheron horses, a sturdy breed used for farming and

pulling carts. Seventy percent of the draft horses in America were Percherons by the end of the

decade; they plowed the fields and hauled the corn and wheat harvests for thousands of small-

time farmers who couldn’t afford the latest tractor from International Harvester. With the

country growing and needing to be fed, it seemed like Iceal Sr. had stepped onto the first rung

of a ladder leading upward. After working diligently for a number of years, he was even named

president of the company.Then the Great Depression arrived. The price of a bushel of corn fell

to eight cents, less than it cost to produce. If you drove through the back roads of certain

midwestern states in 1932, you might be startled by the smell of fresh popcorn wafting across

the fields. Farmers fed their bushels of cobs into the family stoves to heat their houses rather

than selling the crop, lending the air of places like eastern Illinois the scent of a Bijou cinema

lobby. Bankers called in their loans and, when farmers were unable to meet them, quickly

foreclosed. In Iowa, locals kidnapped a judge and threatened to hang him unless he agreed not

to force any more families off their land.The demand for the Percheron horses melted away

and the company folded. Iceal Sr. was left nearly penniless, without even a farm to feed his

family. The indignity leached into his character, poisoned his moods, sharpened his already

sharp tongue. Nothing Iceal Jr. or his younger brother Gil did was good enough for the old man.

“He was opinionated and bullheaded,” said his granddaughter Pam. “And he was real hard on

the kids. He was just such a dominating kind of a person.” Their mother was very different, “soft

and fuzzy,” but it was Iceal Sr. who set the tone for the household.From all indications, the elder

son had inherited a far sunnier and more personable nature than his father, but the strain of the

Depression years and the constant belittling at home wore on him. By the time he reached

school age, the family was living in tiny Wenona, Illinois, “a carbon copy of thousands of little

communities in the U.S.A.” Wenona had a one-room schoolhouse, a town eccentric (his name

was Mr. Anderson), and not much else. People depended on their neighbors and knew the

intimate details of the lives of dozens of other Wenonians. “By a family’s reputation from

generations past,” Iceal Jr. later wrote, “a newborn baby shall be known.” It was hard to outrun

your history in a place like Wenona.As the firstborn son of the brooding Iceal Sr., the young

boy grew to resent his given name. “Iceal” didn’t fit his gregarious personality. “All my life I’ve

been looking for the guy who tagged it on me,” he would later say, knowing full well that the guy

who tagged it on him was his old man. At some point during his boyhood, he even began

refusing to answer to Iceal. It takes only a little imagination to suppose that he wanted not only

to free himself from its un-American weirdness but also to put as much distance as he could

manage between himself and his coldhearted father. (How appropriate that the name’s first

three letters spelled “Ice”!) And so he took his middle name, Eugene, shortened it, and became

the far more pleasant-sounding Gene.Gene was funny, mischievous, and defiant; the word

back then would have been “devilish.” He was inordinately fond of pranks. Tired of his father’s

beatings and lectures, Gene acted out, his rebellions mostly taking the form of Huck Finn–type

capers. He and his friends attended the one-room school with a potbellied stove in the corner

to heat it when the sharp-clawed winter winds swept across the Illinois fields. His teacher was

Miss Jones, “big boned and with perfect posture,” who carried a leather strap about a foot long

to dispel any thought of misbehavior. Gene and his buddies made up their minds one day that

the strap was an affront to their dignity as young Christian men and decided not only to carry

out a plot to steal it but also to then burn the thing right there in the classroom stove. Gene was



chosen to grab the whip while his two friends created a diversion by staging a fight in the

schoolyard. When the pair started throwing haymakers and rolling in the dirt, Miss Jones ran

out with the rest of the class and tried to untangle them. Once she was fully engaged, Gene

slipped back into the schoolroom, grabbed the strap from her desk drawer, opened the stove’s

soot-black hatch, and threw it into the flames. Miss Jones soon forced confessions out of the

boys, and Gene was soundly whipped.But he was incorrigible. He and his friends put a smoke

bomb under the hood of Mr. Anderson’s car and cackled gleefully when the fire trucks came

speeding down Main Street to put out the “fire.” They hid garlic in the high school’s heating

system and waited for the fumes to circulate. Finding themselves too broke to afford the latest

motion picture one night, they occupied themselves by picking up a brand-new Austin car and

carrying it onto the owner’s porch, where they deposited it, much to the amusement of the

more tolerant Wenonians.When Gene and his friends were lucky enough to be able to afford a

movie during the 1930s, they would sit in the cinema and watch the black-and-white March of

Time newsreels that preceded the features. Events in Germany were a mainstay of the short

films: the famous night rallies, National Socialists goose-stepping through Berlin’s streets,

dazzling spotlights picking out the blood-red flags imprinted with the swastika. “In the most

concentrated propaganda campaign the world has ever known,” intoned the narrator of a 1938

reel, “Minister Goebbels has in five years of Nazi rule whipped 65 million people into a nation

with one mind, one will and one objective: EXPANSION!” Gene read the newspapers and

followed the debate over whether America should get involved in stopping “this man

Hitler.”Though he deeply resented his father, Gene shared the man’s ambition; he was dying to

get out of Wenona. One night when he and some friends were attending a house party in town,

the boys were sitting around talking about the news from Europe. “‘Hitler’ was a name we were

hearing more and more often,” said Gene. He saw war coming and had decided there “was no

way for our country to stay out of the mess.” The conversation turned to enlistment, and

Hambleton—never shy—jumped in. “‘When the time comes, I’m going to get into the action,’”

he told the others. “I made up my mind right then and there that I was going to be part of the

military.” Not only that, but he was going to be fighting the Nazis as that most dashing of

warriors, the American aviator. When the final struggle with the Third Reich arrived, Gene

Hambleton fully expected to be flying bombers over Germany.There were, in the middle of the

century, two or three generations of young land-bound Americans who angled their eyes

upward and away from nearby wheat fields or greasy corner transmission shops and dreamed

of flight. The story of one Vietnam pilot who served with Hambleton, Peter “Hayden” Chapman

II, could stand in for the men’s collective background. Chapman grew up in a plain farmhouse

in Centerburg, Ohio, a town given its name because it lay in the exact geographical center of

the state. He grew up with six sisters who mothered and coddled and fought with him. “He was

so damn cute,” said his sister Carol. “We wanted him to look nice. We wanted him to eat nice.” It

was assumed that Hayden would one day take his place on the farm or, if he was particularly

ambitious, in Centerburg itself after four years of college.But that all changed for Hayden when

he was six or seven. That summer, on blazing hot days when the cornstalks on his father’s

farm appeared as wavering stalks of molten gold, young Hayden would feel a deep thrumming

that seemed to rise up from under the floorboards of the farmhouse and vibrate pleasantly in

the bones of his chest, like the stirring of some subterranean monster. This would be the signal

for the young boy to immediately drop what he was doing and run for the back door that led out

onto his father’s twenty-five acres; from there he would dash to the farthest corner of the small

plot, climb onto the lower rung of the fence, and look up, shading his eyes with his right hand to

catch the thrilling and enormous black shape of a B-17 bomber against a cut of blue sky as it



roared ten thousand feet above on its way across the country.Hayden became obsessed with

flying. In fact, as a young boy he grew so absorbed in cutting out balsa models from send-away

kits that he once carved the shape of a bomber into his mother’s best carpet with a pair of

scissors, completely unaware that he was slicing a hole through thick wool as well as the paper

pattern, for which crime he was exiled to the milk house. When Hayden outgrew the toy planes,

he took a job so that he could afford flying lessons.Chapman’s parents took out a loan on their

house to finance his pilot training, and he returned the gesture by taking them on trips to Las

Vegas and Carlsbad Caverns during his weeks of leave. To have a military pilot in the family

was like having a movie star coming home for Thanksgiving. “It was like nothing we from

Centerburg could understand,” said his nephew Brad Huffman. “A little farm community of a

thousand people. He was just the guy everyone looked up to in the family.”Gene Hambleton

shared this midwestern obsession with flight. He was, after all, from the same generation that

produced the Apollo crews who went to the moon—just three years older than John Glenn. As

young boys and teenagers, many of his fellow future airmen were forking over the profits of

their newspaper routes or lifeguard jobs to see movies like 1939’s Only Angels Have Wings. If

the Army had John Wayne, the single greatest recruiter of human flesh into the land forces of

the United States in the nation’s history, the Air Force had the dark-eyed melancholy of Cary

Grant playing a pilot in a white silk scarf. Hollywood made flying seem like a rakish dare.In April

1941, with Pearl Harbor still eight months away, Gene was drafted and shipped off to basic

training. The military quickly sent him home for failing the physical; his teeth were bad. Gene’s

dream of becoming an aviator was dashed for the moment. But the events in Europe did

produce one life-altering event for the young man. He found a job at the enormous Joliet

Arsenal munitions factory in northeastern Illinois, which was churning out armaments for the

war. And it was on the factory floor that he first met Gwen.Gwendolyn Mae Flessner was

brunette, fine-featured, crisply beautiful, and all of eighteen years old. Her smile was radiant

and often remarked on, but it hid an inner steel. “She was the rock in that family,” an

acquaintance later said. As Gene and Gwen got to talking after their shifts piecing together

land mines and artillery shells, he found this young midwesterner to be very much like his own

caring, nurturing mother. She was cheerful and encouraging, and, crucially, she laughed at his

jokes. As Hambleton toiled away making the bombs that he’d once thought he’d be dropping on

Stuttgart and Düsseldorf, Gwen’s gentleness was a balm for his hurt pride. He fell hopelessly in

love. It was the first real piece of luck in his life.Despite the smiling face she turned to the world,

Gwen had known sharper tragedies than Gene. She, too, had grown up poor, though the term

barely had any meeting in farm country during the Depression, so common was the lack of

money. The root pain of Gene’s life sprouted from his father’s hard, bitter personality; for Gwen,

it was the death of her older brother Kenneth, with whom she shared a birthday. When he was

nine years old, Kenneth was riding in a tractor when the hired man driving the vehicle tried to

negotiate a steep slope. The man misjudged the angle, and the tractor tipped over on itself,

trapping Kenneth under its heavy metal frame. Gwen’s mother ran from the farmhouse to the

road where her eldest child lay pinned, holding Kenneth’s hand until enough men could be

gathered from the fields and nearby houses to lift the tractor off him. Then she rode with him to

the hospital. The boy died on the way.For years afterward, Gwen’s parents found the accident

too painful to speak of, except when her father would rail passionately against the hired man,

whose negligence he blamed for causing Kenneth’s death. From that day, Mr. Flessner never

again seemed to enjoy life. He was unable to express emotion—that is, the emotion of love or

affection. Sadness and helpless anger he expressed readily. The tragedy hung over the

farmhouse like a curse, and all the children were marked by it.When Gwen met the lanky



young man from Wenona, she was taken with his good looks and his irrepressible high spirits.

The two became inseparable. To their families and friends, Gene and Gwen seemed like

figures out of a Fitzgerald novel, clean-limbed aristocrats of the Midwest. “We always thought

of her as a movie star,” said Gene’s niece. She really was that good-looking: think Donna Reed

in It’s a Wonderful Life. As for Gene, he was a better-looking Hank Williams, lanky and soft-

eyed and slow-voiced, a storyteller who kept you riveted until the last word. Relatives and

friends jealously waited for their visits and talked about them for months afterward. The

Hambletons were fun, kind, attractive human beings.But as much as they made you feel that

you were a special part of their lives, there was one boundary you would never cross. You

would never be as important to Gene as Gwen was, not ever, not if you saw a hundred. And

vice versa. Her aunts warned their niece more than once that the relationship would never last,

but she only laughed. “Gwen loved him deeply,” said her sister Mary Ann. The two eloped to St.

Louis, where they were married in August 1942.As friendly and outgoing as he was, Gene was

still proud and a bit ornery at times; he remained alive to any hint of an insult. When he argued

about his salary with his supervisor at the arsenal and threatened to quit, the man warned him

that he would be drafted as soon as he stepped off the assembly floor. Gene scoffed and

walked anyway. Within weeks, he received his notice to report.President Franklin D. Roosevelt

had issued a call for American industry to produce fifty thousand aircraft every year, and those

fighters and bombers would need pilots. As Germany began its conquest of Europe, the Army

Air Corps waived most of its requirements for aviators. No longer would recruits need, for

example, two years of college. “We bet there are a lot of taxicab drivers who could be turned

into swell combat pilots,” noted the New York Daily News approvingly. But the Air Corps refused

to compromise in other areas. Every applicant had to pass the difficult—some called it

“diabolical”—physical, which included not only tests of manual dexterity and problem solving

but also a rigorous psychological examination, which included a Rorschach test. Many aviators

would later say that passing the exam was the toughest thing they’d ever faced in the Air

Corps.It required bravery simply to sign up for flight school, as the service had acquired the

unfortunate habit of killing its own recruits before they even saw combat. Over the course of the

war, fifteen thousand airmen—as many men as made up an infantry division—would die in

training before they left the continental United States. And once they were in Europe and the

South Pacific, Air Corps planners estimated that the force would have to be completely

replaced every five months. That is, statistically speaking, everyone in the service would soon

be dead. It’s no wonder that Hap Arnold, commanding general of Army Air Forces in World War

II, stated that every airman needed to be “honest, truthful, reliable . . . [and] possess that sine

qua non, courage.”Despite the risks, tens of thousands of young men flocked to the Air Corps.

Gene Hambleton was one of them. Though he had to have been short on cash, he’d somehow

scraped enough money together to pay a dentist to fix his teeth. He now aimed himself at the

cockpit of an American aircraft the way a missileer aims a rocket at a distant city.But it wasn’t to

be. We don’t know whether Gene failed some part of the physical for flight school or whether

the competition to become an aviator was simply too fierce, but he gave up the dream of flying

bombers over Germany and settled for navigation school. It must have been a searing

disappointment.Meanwhile, Gene’s younger brother Gil had completed flight school and was

headed to Europe as the pilot of a B-17 heavy bomber. And as the months went by, the family

received letter after letter describing Gil’s exploits; he flew thirty missions over Germany

without a single downed plane or a single lost crew member. In fact, Gil Hambleton was so

adept in the cockpit that he was chosen for assignments that pushed ahead the new

technology of radar. Secret missions. Quiet, serious Gil didn’t talk much about them—in fact he



preferred not to talk about himself very much at all—but there was no doubt he’d proved

himself to be an exceptionally able and courageous pilot.While Gene had been working the

assembly line, his kid brother had gone out and become a war hero. A sibling rivalry began to

smolder. “On top of his resentment over not becoming a pilot, there was my father,” said Gene’s

niece Sharon. Both brothers were anxious to make their mark, but only Gil had excelled among

the very best the country had to offer. “It caused an estrangement.”Navigation school did

provide one pleasant revelation for Hambleton. He found that he had an almost uncanny sense

of cardinal direction, that is, a sense of where north, south, east, and west lay without the use

of a compass. He was a natural. “In 1945, I graduated,” he recalled, “a smart-assed second

lieutenant who knew he was the best goddamned navigator in the whole Army Air Corps.”But

the setbacks and the lengthy training at navigation school meant that his journey to the front

took longer than he’d anticipated. When he was finally ready, waiting for his first assignment,

the Enola Gay dropped the atomic bomb on Hiroshima. The war had ended before Gene

Hambleton could get into it.2Rocket ManAfter VJ day, Gene left the Air Force (keeping a

Reserve commission), moved back to Peoria with Gwen, and tried his hand at selling fridges.

Like millions of other discharged soldiers, he morphed into Mr. Suburbia.While Gene was

peddling appliances to Illinois housewives, more bad news arrived. After Gwen attempted to

get pregnant for months without any luck, they went to see a doctor. He did some tests and told

the couple they were unable to have children. It was a shock. “They would have been awesome

parents,” said Gene’s sister-in-law Donna. Gene was good with kids; they were drawn to him.

“He was a delightful uncle,” said his niece Pam. The fact that his brother Gil had become both a

father and a war hero seemed to emphasize that Gene was destined to be the unlucky

Hambleton boy.On June 25, 1950, at four o’clock in the morning, North Korean troops with their

Soviet tanks, artillery guns, and even their Russian-stitched uniforms poured across the 38th

parallel and invaded the South. The Korean War was under way, and Gene was called back to

service. He entered the United States Air Force and was sent away to retrain as a navigator on

the B-29 Superfortress, the state-of-the-art four-engine bomber whose development had cost

more money than the Manhattan Project itself.Here was another chance at glory.He missed

Gwen. He sent her frequent, adoring letters. “I love you so damn much,” he wrote her in one,

“and am waiting for you as patiently as possible.” His loneliness was a constant theme; he

always wanted his wife next to him, begged her to join him, in fact. During training, he wrote her

from the barracks at Ellington Air Force Base in Houston. “No matter what happens, honey, I

would like to have you down here . . . That I will love . . . All the other fellows have brought their

wives down and moved to town.” He would go to Air Force dances and look at the women there

and walk back to his bunk and compose a letter to Gwen. “I have been down here so long that

some of them are even beginning to look as good as you,” he wrote in one. “But not quite . . . I

suppose you know I love you dearest and do hope that you get here soon.”Gene was posted to

Korea and flew forty-three missions, directing the pilots on their runs to the North, the B-29s

loaded with thousands of pounds of high-octane fuel and heavy loads of incendiary,

fragmentation, and delayed-fuse bombs, dodging flak and the new MiG-15 fighters supplied by

Joseph Stalin. It was Gene’s job to get the plane to its drop spot and back, and he was good at

it.When he’d graduated from navigator’s school, he’d told friends that he was going to stay in

the service “for five years or five stars.” That is, if he wasn’t on his way to making five-star

general by the time he hit his fifth anniversary, he would leave the Air Force. That didn’t

happen. By his own estimation, he’d reached the top echelons of his craft, but his career hadn’t

turned out the way he’d imagined. There were no medals, no string of rapid promotions, no

headlines back home in Illinois. He was just another airman in a distant war.After completing



his combat tour, Gene was rotated out of Korea and assigned to the Strategic Air Command.

The SAC controlled two of the three legs of the nuclear triad: bombers armed with atomic

weapons, and land-based intercontinental missiles, or ICBMs. Hambleton would serve in both.

After arriving back in the United States, he went to work as an intelligence and targeting officer,

and then as a radar-bomb navigator on B-47s at bases in Oklahoma and Texas. In 1961 he

received orders to report for navigator duty on the B-52 bomber; at the same time, a friend and

fellow navigator was assigned to missiles. Gene didn’t want the B-52s, so he and his buddy

decided to swap assignments. The Air Force agreed to the switch.That summer, Hambleton

flew to Madison County, Alabama, to begin classes at the famous Redstone Arsenal. During

World War II, Redstone had been used as a chemical weapons plant which produced 27

million bombs and other munitions containing lethal poisons such as phosgene and mustard

gas. After the surrender of Japan, Redstone switched its focus to missiles. The nature of

warfare was evolving, and Hambleton was at the forefront of the change. He’d gone to

Redstone to become a Rocket Man.Beginning at the end of World War II, the secret American

program known as Operation Paperclip funneled German scientists who had worked on Hitler’s

missile programs to the States, including the mastermind of the V2 rocket, Wernher von Braun,

and more than 1600 German specialists. They arrived at Redstone and went to work on a

series of rockets that would lead to the Saturn V, which would lift American astronauts to the

moon. But traveling into space wasn’t the first objective of the German scientists and their

American colleagues. A potential nuclear exchange with the Soviet Union was. Redstone

began producing an array of new weapons: surface-to-air, surface-to-surface, medium-range,

and intercontinental missiles.When Hambleton arrived at Redstone, he began working on the

Jupiter family of rockets, designed by von Braun himself, one of which, the liquid-fueled Jupiter-

C, was used on the first nuclear-armed medium-range ballistic missile. The airman was then

assigned to the two-stage Titan family, which eventually lifted astronauts into the atmosphere

during the Gemini program, the forerunner to Apollo. With his security clearance, Hambleton

was briefed on the highly classified list of Soviet cities, airfields, and military headquarters

inside the USSR that would be struck first in a nuclear exchange. “I’d been in targeting for most

of my career,” he noted later. “I knew almost every target that was going to get a bomb if we

ever went to war.”Once he’d finished his nine-month training at Redstone, Hambleton flew to

Turkey and began his duties as a “launch maintenance officer” at the Cigli Air Base, where

Jupiter missiles had been deployed in April. The Jupiters were kept as a deterrent to the Soviet

leader, Nikita Khrushchev, putting him on warning that any invasion of Germany and the rest of

NATO would be met with a fierce nuclear-tipped response.On October 14, 1962, five months

after Hambleton began his tour in Turkey, Major Richard Heyser, flying above Cuba in a U-2

spy plane, took a series of 928 photographs of the terrain below. When the photos were

developed, analysts spotted the telltale marks of an SS-4 medium-range ballistic missile site

under construction near the city of San Cristóbal. Khrushchev had decided to deploy the

missiles partly as a response to the placement of the Jupiters in Turkey and Italy. Two days

later, President Kennedy was informed and the Cuban Missile Crisis began.That week,

schoolchildren across America practiced their duck and cover drills as Cuban families gathered

together in crowded Havana apartments to await “the end of the world.” As the standoff

intensified, the missile installation at Cigli became both a flashpoint and a bargaining chip. Had

nuclear war broken out, Hambleton and his men would most likely have been ordered to launch

the Jupiters at their targets deep in the USSR, if the men and their missiles weren’t vaporized

by incoming Soviet missiles first. As the negotiations continued, it became clear to both sides

that a quid pro quo arrangement might lower tensions and decrease the chance of war. On



October 28, US attorney general Robert Kennedy hand-delivered a note to the Russian

ambassador agreeing to the terms of a deal. The Soviet Union withdrew its missiles from

Cuba, and President Kennedy pulled the Jupiters out of Turkey. Hambleton had nearly played a

part in the arrival of Doomsday, but the moment passed.After spending more than a year at

Cigli, Hambleton returned to the States and began to climb the Air Force ziggurat. He worked

his way up to missile launch officer and then commander at Mountain Home Air Force Base in

Idaho before being appointed squadron commander of the 390th Strategic Missile Wing at

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson. He was now in charge of several of the enormous,

tetchy Titan IIs that dotted the complex, missiles that carried the largest warhead ever

deployed by SAC. As part of his duties, Hambleton strapped a .38 revolver to his thigh; if any of

his subordinates disobeyed the order to launch the ICBMs, he was authorized to shoot the

man on the spot.Finally reunited with Gwen, Hambleton bought a comfortable home in Tucson,

joined a Lutheran church, and played endless rounds of golf at the local courses.By 1971,

Hambleton was fifty-two years old. He had over two and a half decades of service in the USAF,

and he began to think of retiring to enjoy the desert air and his circle of friends. But events in

Southeast Asia intervened.With American ground troops leaving the combat theater in huge

numbers as part of Richard Nixon’s policy of Vietnamization, the burden fell on the Air Force to

support the South Vietnamese army, the ARVN. There was a pressing need for more pilots,

more navigators, more helicopter mechanics, more of everything. Hambleton was pulled away

from his Titan II facility and arrived at Korat Royal Thai Air Force Base in northeast Thailand on

September 4, 1971. He assumed the duties of staff navigator for the Forty-second Tactical

Electronic Warfare Squadron.Hambleton and his fellow officers had been enlisted in the

“wizards’ war,” the secret duel between Soviet and American scientists that was under way in

the skies over Vietnam. Southeast Asia had become a proving ground for the technology that

would decide the next great battle. In preparation for it, the two adversaries were pitting their

advanced fighters, radars, laser-guided bombs, and top-secret electronic-war systems against

each other in the field. It was a war within a war, and Hambleton found himself privy to its

secrets.The navigator was hardly the bright-eyed airman who had signed up for flight school

three decades before. Most of the men around him were twenty or thirty years younger. He was

still rail-thin, but he’d grown overly fond of Manhattans and cigarettes, a three-pack-a-day man.

He did keep in shape, with some jogging here and there and the occasional bike ride, but it

was exercise more appropriate for a suburban bank examiner than it was for a soldier on the

front lines. On his best day, Hambleton probably couldn’t run a hundred yards without hacking

up a lung.But Vietnam offered opportunities. Not only could he cap off his career by making full

colonel, with all the benefits and prestige that offered, but also he still yearned to prove that he

was a significant person, a man who might burnish the ancient name of Hambleton in combat.

It was just that all the John Wayne moments had passed him by.As Hambleton headed to

Vietnam, Tommy “Flipper” Norris was already there. Fifteen years younger than the navigator,

the Navy SEAL had grown up in the heart of government suburbia, in Silver Spring, Maryland;

he’d even had a paper route delivering the Washington Post. As a boy, he was surrounded by

the pale secretaries and the harried mid-level bureaucrats who made American officialdom

hum. But Tommy Norris was, from early on, pointed toward a more extreme vocation.When he

was a young boy, Tommy and his brothers heard on the radio that a rare hurricane was

approaching Maryland. While his parents prepared, a thought occurred to the ten-year-old:

What would it feel like to stand in the middle of a really big storm? I would like to know that.

Norris didn’t want to experience the hurricane on the ground, watching rain cut horizontally

across the beautifully manicured yards; he wanted to feel the storm as if he were part of it.



Tommy coaxed his little brother into joining him, then climbed up a large oak tree near the

family’s house, “high enough so I was above the roof line and could really feel the wind.” He

waited. The hurricane blew in, its winds shearing across the shingle roofs, snapping branches

as they went. Norris felt the storm trying to pluck him from the limb and whip him toward

southern Pennsylvania. He thoroughly enjoyed the experience.It was an ordinary American

childhood. Norris’s dad taught him to hunt and fish, and he managed to make Eagle Scout, so

he had some exposure to the outdoors. But there was one thing that stood out in his childhood,

and that was Tommy’s willpower. “More than the other boys,” his mother said, “he could be just

plain stubborn.” It showed in his pursuits. Tommy was short and thin, too small to play the

popular sports in high school, which were basketball and football, so he took up wrestling. And

he was a menace. By being almost demonically resistant to defeat, he managed to win two

Atlantic Coast Conference championships while at college. Even at the height of his sports

success, however, Tommy Norris was a shrimp, weighing in at only 115 pounds.Early on in life,

Norris had become entranced with the idea of becoming a fighter pilot, and in 1968, he finally

applied to flight school. During his physical exam, however, he failed the crucial depth-

perception test. Norris was crushed; he’d been so convinced that he would be flying the A-4

Skyhawk that he hadn’t even thought of a plan B. But the young man quickly decided on a very

Tommy Norris solution: he would refuse to accept the results. He resolved to conquer the test,

no matter what it took. Norris went to an ophthalmologist and “worked on” his vision (how he

did this he never quite revealed), spending hour after hour trying to improve his score. After a

great deal of time and effort, he somehow managed to pass the test and went back to Andrews

Air Force Base in triumph. He was going to be a pilot no matter what the doctors said.But the

military exam turned out to be tougher than the civilian one and Norris flunked it. So he went to

Quantico and attempted to pass the Marine test. No go. He schlepped over to the naval

hospital in Bethesda and tried the Navy version. Fail. Norris still wasn’t done; he joined the

Navy as a navigator, hoping to slip by the eye test down the line and make pilot after all. When

he came in for the exam, he stood in line and memorized the answers the guys in front of him

were giving. “I rattled off the same thing they were saying . . . and the doctor gave me a thumbs-

up.” Norris was ecstatic. He’d beaten the system! He was going to fly jets! It didn’t seem to

occur to him that being unable to properly judge depth while operating an aircraft capable of

673 mph might not be a very good idea.The young recruit entered pilot training. But when he

attempted to land his plane on an aircraft carrier that was heaving up and down on ocean

waves, Norris’s vision problem finally caught up with him. He washed out. “It was devastating,”

he said. “I’d never failed at something I wanted to do.”At loose ends, Norris remembered an

article he’d seen in Reader’s Digest about a secretive unit known as the SEALs, which was

barely known to even most military men at the time. When he found a pamphlet that spelled out

a SEAL’s duties, he got fired up all over again. “That’s what I want to do!” he said. Norris

wrangled a transfer to the program and entered the six-month training class.It was and is a

process strongly predicated on failure. Three out of every four recruits never made it through

the course, and trainers were initially convinced that Norris would be one of them. Early in the

program, they nearly shitcanned him for being “too small, too thin and not strong enough.” But

it turned out that the Maryland kid was deceptively fit and, as his mother could attest, almost

unbelievably stubborn.During Hell Week, when prospects are denied sleep, forced to swim in

ice-cold ocean waters, man boats, and lift heavy logs for excruciatingly long periods, Norris

came down with a stomach virus, this during a series of days when trainees are burning seven

to eight thousand calories every twenty-four hours just to maintain their weight. Food was the

only comfort you were provided, and Norris couldn’t keep a thing down. Already thin, he



dropped to about a hundred pounds; by the end of the week he was medically malnourished, a

“barely coherent” skeleton. But he wouldn’t ask to be released.After doing everything they

could to get the recruit to drop out, the trainers realized that his gentle exterior wasn’t the

whole story of Tommy Norris. He might look like a slightly overgrown paperboy, but it turned out

he was “as tough as one man could be,” in the words of an airman who knew him. Norris didn’t

care how big, how fast, how well armed you were; he would not stand down. “Tommy’s the

nicest guy in the world,” said one Air Force officer, Darrel Whitcomb, “but there’s something

about him that says, ‘Don’t fuck with me.’”There was something else, too. Men who later served

with Norris came to believe that he was a psychological oddity, wired differently than they—or

most human beings—were. Particularly when it came to what might be called fear

management. This was a skill that most SEALs excelled in; these were guys, after all, who

signed up to be sent into the hairiest, most dangerous scenarios the American military

encountered all over the world. But even among this highly select group of young men, Norris

was an outlier. You as a SEAL team member might be facing a machine gunner zeroed in on

your exposed position and you might think you were doing great by concealing the abject fear

you felt; then you looked over at Tommy Norris, who didn’t seem to comprehend what fear

was.Of the approximately seventy-five men who began the course that year, fifteen graduated,

and one was Tommy Norris. He certainly stood apart from the other fourteen. He rarely drank,

and if he did, he always stopped at one beer. He didn’t curse—this became a source of wild

amusement to the other SEALs, who could be almost unconscionably foulmouthed—and he

had a donkeyish laugh that could make those unacquainted with him think he was a little

simple, which he wasn’t. “A real gentleman, very engaging, always smiling and giggling” is how

one airman portrayed Norris, a description perhaps never applied to another SEAL, living or

dead. Only Norris’s thick, muscular neck and a certain stone-breaking look that came into his

eyes when he was angry indicated that he might be something other than the quiet young

division chaplain. He even ended up setting several records in the training course, though there

was one area related to the Hambleton mission that he did not excel in: the dude from Silver

Spring always came last in swimming.Still, Norris had made it. “Probably more than any of the

rest of us,” said one of his classmates, “he wanted to be a Navy SEAL.”3KoratThe morning of

April 2, 1972, Gene Hambleton awoke in his hooch. He could hear the hum of air-conditioning

as he lay between fresh white sheets and rubbed his eyes. The navigator got up and readied

himself for the day. He took a shower, soaking his lean frame under a steady stream of hot

water, then had a leisurely shave with his electric razor plugged into the base’s grid. As he did

so, he might have spotted in the corner of his mirror the Thai maid assigned to his hooch flitting

soundlessly here and there in the background. He knew that when he ventured out, the maid

would take the time to collect his dirty clothes, launder, fold, and return them, while at the same

time refilling his refrigerator with fresh pineapple and other delights. Did Gene prefer the taste

of Tiger Beer (imported from Singapore) or perhaps the smoother yet still potent San Miguel

(brewed in the Philippines)? Whichever it was, chilled bottles would be waiting for him on his

return, along with clean sheets on the bed.He hit the latrine, careful to avoid the snakes the

Thais nicknamed “two-steppers” because by your second step after being bitten by one, you’d

be dead. After making his way back to the hooch, he donned his freshly washed flight suit, then

strolled out onto the base grounds. At the dining hall, which was perhaps the finest of its kind in

Southeast Asia, he greeted his squadron mates and chose from a buffet that featured SOS

(creamed hamburger on toast), eggs scrambled, fried, or soft-boiled, pancakes, sausage,

toast, fried potatoes, and much more. He selected bacon and eggs with coffee and took the

tray to a nearby table. There he ate leisurely while shooting the shit with some aviators.After



his last cup of java, he headed out. Maybe he dropped a letter to Gwen at the post office, or

jumped on a bicycle—you could buy one cheap in the nearby town of Korat—and pedaled

around the base. Did he want a new bespoke suit? Gene was careful with money, but you

could go to the tailor’s shop and pick out any material you desired (a light cotton blend was

popular with the squadron dudes) and soon be the owner of a sharp-looking jacket and pants

that would cost you a fraction of what they did back in Tucson. He could even snap up a bolt of

Thai silk for his wife to have a few dresses made.Had an American war been fought from such

an enchanted place, ever, in the history of the republic? It was hard to imagine. Movies?

Nightly at the base cinema. Gems? Jewelers from Bangkok arrived regularly to sell the airmen

pearls, opals, emeralds, and sapphires for their wives and daughters back home. A spot of

exercise, perhaps? The swimming pool sparkled in the bright Thai sun. Bronze statues? Hand-

woven tapestries? Siamese dancing dolls? Elephants carved from ivory tusks? They were all

at hand, and for a song.When the warm evenings arrived, you could stroll over to the Officers’

Club. What didn’t the dudes get up to in that place? The club was filled with go-getters and

former college quarterbacks and hot-rodding speed freaks turned Air Force pilots and

navigators; it was like walking into an exceptionally rambunctious foreign chapter of Chi Psi. At

the top of the social pyramid were the fighter jocks, instantly recognizable by the way they used

their hands to describe a particular maneuver, flattening their hands out and holding them

together and away from their bodies, imitating their aircraft as their fingers ducked and soared

in a circle of cool-eyed men.The dudes were treated like pale gods here in Korat. And they did

tend to run amok. Some drank like fishes. They were pure death on the Thai waitresses,

though no one ever remembered Hambleton—still smitten with Gwen—participating. And every

so often they threw a party that required structural repair to the club itself.Once, before

Hambleton’s time, a visiting American nurse at another Thai base had been having dinner

when she objected to all the drinking and carousing and loud hoo-hawing emanating from a

group of eight Air Force dudes who were no doubt a few bottles into their evening. She was

eating her dinner, for God’s sake, and she demanded that the airmen quiet down and behave

like officers and gentlemen. After she returned to her table, the boys looked at one another,

stood up as a group, walked over to the nurse’s table, scooped her into their arms, flipped her

skirt up, slapped some green paint on her backside, and raised her with a great tribal bellow to

the ceiling of the club, where they pressed her cheeks against the wood and left two fat green

blotches there as a memento of the evening.Everything was provided for at Korat. It was almost

as if the Air Force were trying to make up for the fact that the war not only was stupendously

unpopular back home but also, after seventeen years, had become deeply frustrating to fight.

The troop withdrawals were continuing, and many airmen were hoping that their one-year tours

would soon be cut short and they could return home. No one wanted to be the last man to die

in Vietnam.But there were still combat missions to be flown, and no one was deceived about

what they were doing in the skies over Southeast Asia. It’s not as if the service didn’t try to

warn you what could happen. Far from it. One aspiring jock remembered the moment during

undergraduate pilot training when he was directed to the doctor’s office and found a nurse bent

over, laying eighteen-inch paper squares on the floor. She proceeded to ink up the soles of his

feet and told him to stand on the squares. What the hell for? he wondered. The young man

could make neither heads nor tails of the whole procedure until another candidate took him

aside and explained that when you’re piloting an F-4 Phantom II, say, and you crash through

the forest canopy going 1,400 mph and smash into the earth while carrying several thousand

pounds of aviation fuel, the only thing that tends to remain of your physical person are the

bottoms of your feet sitting inside your jungle boots. So that’s what the Air Force used to



identify you.(And what you must understand in order to fully enter into the mind of an Air Force

combat pilot circa 1972 is that the inkblot thing wasn’t a problem for most of them. It was part

of the attraction. They weren’t flying puddle jumpers or “buses”—transport planes—that

lumbered through the sky like oversized bread boxes, things a man would be ashamed to be

seen in, let alone fly. You were strapping yourself into the hottest, loudest, most violent

machines on the face of the earth, machines so powerful they would not just zorch you across

the open skies at Mach 1+ but could magically change you from a solid to a gas—or at least a

loose assembly of particles suspended in a gas—in the blink of an eye. You had to admit it was

intriguing.)There were reminders at Korat, too, of the bad things. A large plaque hung on the

wall of the briefing hut with the name of every squadron member who’d gone MIA or KIA in the

war, and the men passed it every day on the way to learn about their next mission. And there

was Roscoe, a big long-haired brown dog of no recognizable breed. Roscoe had the freedom

of the base, attended briefings or didn’t, according to his mood, ate in the kitchen of the

Officers’ Club, and toured the grounds by his own mysterious schedule. You could pet Roscoe

all you wanted and offer him treats, which he’d accept, but if you tried to get him to become

your dog—and many dudes did—you were shit out of luck. Because Roscoe had once

belonged to a pilot who flew out of Korat, and that pilot had been shot down and never

returned. That night, Roscoe had waited as usual by the man’s hooch for him to land. When he

failed to arrive, the dog refused to leave. He wouldn’t eat. He wouldn’t be comforted or coaxed

away. He wouldn’t, that is, forget.The guys on the base absolutely adored Roscoe. They

secretly hoped any living thing loved them as much as that goddamned dog loved that

goddamned missing flyboy. And yet it was hard to look at Roscoe and not contemplate the fact

that his master was at that moment hiding somewhere in the northern Vietnamese jungle or

was boxed up in a prison being ravaged by dysentery and enduring periodic torture by the

NVA. At best. Chances were the aviator had become “monkey meat,” as the dudes said. That

is, he was dead.That afternoon, Hambleton reported for his crew briefing in the Operations

Center. The building’s interior walls were lined with high-resolution maps of target areas in

Laos, Cambodia, South and North Vietnam, as well as overhead recon photographs, all laid

out in precise order. Sometimes you would see pilots and their navigators stalking a slow path

about six feet from the walls, staring intently at the photographs. From that distance, the

pictures showed what you would see from your window at ten thousand feet up, so the two

men would be “flying” the route in their minds, memorizing the landmarks as they crept along.

The place was usually crawling with airmen, and today was no different.When he checked in,

Hambleton learned that two EB-66s—electronic countermeasures planes that kept the SAM

missiles off the big bombers—were needed to accompany three B-52s to bomb an area below

the DMZ, west of a town called Cam Lo. NVA battalions were attacking the South Vietnamese

bases in the area and the B-52s were being sent to hit them as they advanced.Hambleton was

in charge of scheduling the squadron navigators, and he was in a fix. One of the planes was all

set to go. But the navigator scheduled to fly in the other aircraft, a man named Thomas

McKinney, wasn’t on the base. The Red Cross had informed McKinney that doctors near his

home in Boston had discovered a congenital defect in his three-year-old son’s heart; McKinney

had received emergency permission to travel stateside and was now somewhere in the air on

his way to Massachusetts. Short a navigator, Hambleton had to make a decision, and he

decided he would take the seat behind the pilot and fly the mission himself.The briefing was

fairly standard. The North Vietnamese hadn’t launched an organized offensive in two full years;

there was a sense, at least among the airmen, that the war was winding down. The aircraft

would leave Korat in the afternoon and rendezvous with a tanker plane to refuel before heading



toward the target point. The officer in charge mentioned the destination was in a hot zone, but

that in itself wasn’t unusual.There were SAM sites in North Vietnam and reports of them as far

south as the DMZ, but none had ever been spotted in South Vietnam. Hambleton’s plane would

spend only fifteen minutes over the target; if everything went according to plan, Hambleton and

the B-52s would fly over, drop their bombs, turn around, and be back in Korat in time for a

round of Manhattans and some good-time Air Force drinking.Hambleton and his crew left the

meeting and headed to the Life Support Shop. There they found everything they needed for the

mission: survival vests, helmets with their black glass visors, oxygen masks, ejection

harnesses. The men talked and joked as they suited up. “Our conversation usually runs to

sharp banter and relentless kidding,” said one Vietnam pilot. (Talking about the dangers of the

mission was, of course, completely forbidden.) The men adjusted the harnesses, fit their

oxygen masks to their helmets, and tucked away the requisite flight cards and maps in their

flight suits. They removed anything from their pockets that would give away their rank or details

of their mission, in case they were captured. Carrying their helmets in their bags, the six men

filed out of the shop into the muggy heat.On the aircraft parking ramp, the crew spotted their

assigned aircraft, an EB-66C, painted in jungle camo, looking long and lean in the late morning

light. The plane stretched seventy-five feet, weighed 42,000 pounds, and was capable of a top

speed of 643 mph. Introduced in 1954, it had originally been designed as a light bomber, but

now its hold was chock-full of state-of-the-art electronic equipment designed to locate and

avoid enemy radar and missile sites. The mission of the plane and its crew was to help protect

the B-52s on their bombing run.The technology was fairly simple. When the enemy turned on

its radar systems, the equipment onboard the EB-66C picked up the signal. The navigator, as

well as the “crows”—the electronic warfare officers, or EWOs, in the back of the plane—would

get an amber light on their monitors. When the SAM guidance system came online, they got a

green light. When the missile lifted off, there was a flashing red light and the message “launch,

launch, launch.” Amber, then green, then red.The Russian SAMs were needle-shaped missiles

thirty-five feet long, twice the thickness of telephone poles, and topped with warheads wrapped

in metal chain. By 1972, they’d become icons of the Cold War. It was a SAM that had shot

down Francis Gary Powers in his spy plane over Russia in 1960—a major embarrassment to

the Eisenhower administration, which initially lied to cover up the purpose of Powers’s mission

—and the appearance of SAM sites in Cuba that had alerted JFK to the presence of missiles

there. The SAM was, even to the dudes of the USAF, who admitted to fearing nothing,

something that motivated regular attendance at the base chapel. “I’ll tell you one thing,”

Hambleton said. “A SAM coming up at you is a hell of a feeling.”The US government was

intensely interested in the missile. The CIA had secretly bought a Fan Song radar from the

Indonesians, the same model that guided the SAMs to their targets, just to study the system

and try to game its flaws. But they quickly realized there was no way to shoot a SAM down

once it had been launched. There were no antimissile missiles, no lasers that would intercept

the SAM mid-flight. And so the Air Force had developed the technique known as “jinking.”It was

a simple, if terrifying, process for an Air Force pilot. First, an electronic warning buzzer would

blare in your headset, or your backseater would yell out the dreaded words “SAM on scope!”

On hearing these warnings, you had to immediately snap your gaze earthward and search the

sky below until you spotted the fat white contrail of a missile rocketing your way from the earth.

Ideally, you would then maneuver your plane so that the SAM was coming up either on your

right at two o’clock or on your left at ten o’clock. At the same time that you were positioning

your aircraft for optimal vision, you’d increase your power and drop the nose for extra speed.

Now came the difficult part, the part that would prove your blood ran colder than Antarctic ice



melt and that you were not a disgrace to the holy name of Chuck Yeager. You had to sit quietly

in your cockpit as a SAM carrying a ginormous load of TNT came rocketing toward you at

Mach 3.5, its shape growing larger and larger with each passing second . . . and do nothing.

Zero. Just sit there and count, one thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three, like

some eight-year-old boy playing hide-and-seek with his hand over his eyes back home in

Indiana or Wyoming or wherever you were from. You knew you had precisely ten seconds from

when the NVA operator launched the missile to the moment when the warhead ignited in a

burst of super-hot gases. As you counted, you let your hand rest on the stick, inert, while the

missile loomed up in your windscreen until it was close enough—but precisely how close was a

matter of personal judgment, as this was all done by feeling, by a sense of internal timing—and

then you “jinked,” that is, snapped the stick left or right and dove toward and under the

oncoming SAM. This was also called a “SAM break.” You checked the SAM to make sure it was

following your descent. When it was fully committed, you pulled the nose up and hoped the

missile didn’t snap its nose back up and track you again.Most pilots executed the break right

after counting one thousand five. It had happened in the past that a pilot lost his nerve and

broke too soon, turned the plane over on one thousand three, and discovered to his horror that

the missile’s guidance system had sensed the evasive maneuver, corrected for the new course,

and found the escaping plane in its ninety-degree dive, following it right on down until it blew

the pilot and his fellow crew members out of their seats and sent bits and pieces of them

raining down over the Vietnamese rice fields. If you broke too late? Letting it hang out there till

one thousand eight, perhaps? The same thing.But if you held on until the missile was almost

ready to detonate and then and only then did you snap your stick hand over all the way, the

SAM would shoot harmlessly out into the cold ether. Instead of feeling the first wave of

overpressure and seeing the bloom of the fireball as it expanded toward your windscreen, the

rocket would either whisper past you to detonate with a satisfying krrruummmp in the distance

or begin to roll and tumble, spraying various Soviet components all over the Vietnamese

countryside in a gratifying display of American technological superiority.It all came down to

those ten seconds, whether you would make it or not. “Every day,” said one airman, “was like

going to the OK Corral.”4The Boys in the BackOne by one, the crew members ducked under

the tail of the plane, found the rectangular hatch cut into the fuselage, and stepped on the

lowest rung of the drop-down stairs that led upward into the EB-66C, which carried the call sign

Bat 21 for this mission. There was one pilot, Major Wayne Bolte, one navigator, and four crows.

Hambleton climbed aboard and took the navigator’s seat, just behind and to the right of Bolte,

a blond, blue-eyed, square-jawed thirty-seven-year-old Oklahoman who looked for all the world

like a pilot from an Air Force recruiting poster; the only things that were missing were a toothy

smile and a vigorous thumbs-up. The four crows were behind and below Hambleton, in the

belly of the plane.As Bolte taxied out to the runway, Hambleton flicked on the radar switch.

Once the monitor warmed up, he clicked it to high-power mode. Then he leaned back into his

seat and lit a Lucky Strike. He was relaxed, calm. Years of experience, the ambient cockiness

of the airmen around him, and the winking space-age equipment of the EB-66C all told him

that he would be practically invulnerable during the flight. “There is no way a SAM could hit my

airplane,” he thought to himself.Bat 21 taxied down the tarmac. At 3:20 p.m., it lifted into the air

and joined the four other planes on their way north.The crows sitting behind Hambleton, out of

sight, were mostly mysteries to the navigator. Squadron dudes, just like him. Lieutenant

Colonel Charles Levis was a thirty-nine-year-old Texan who’d gone to the 1955 Sugar Bowl as

a member of the US Naval Academy football team and had become a favorite of the maids at

Korat, passing them extra cash to help them through emergencies and even sitting on his bunk



listening to them pour out their stories of errant husbands or ungrateful children. First

Lieutenant Robin F. Gatwood was a dark-eyed twenty-five-year-old from Hickory, North

Carolina, who’d left a young wife and a one-year-old son to fight. Born and raised in Louisiana,

Major Henry M. Serex was a forty-year-old Naval Academy graduate known to his family as

“Mick”; he had a wife and two young daughters at home waiting for him.The men, by and large,

had the support of their families and loved ones, if not the country they fought for. But the

tension that the war had created back home was clearly traceable in the life of the crew’s final

member. Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Giannangeli was a forty-one-year-old math whiz, first-

generation Italian American, Catholic, a funny, gregarious, meticulous man who loved nothing

more than to go fishing with his sons. The memories of their trips would remain with his boys

all their lives. Once, the airman took his sons out to a fast-flowing mountain stream in

Colorado, hoping to catch some cutthroat trout. Giannangeli and his sons stood there hour

after hour, waiting for the tip of the pole to bob up and down. Such was the force field of

competitive desire that emanated from their father’s body that afternoon that his oldest son,

Robert, found himself praying for the line to jerk and for his father to bag a fish. “He wanted,”

Robert says, “to catch that fish so bad.” In his mind, Robert pleaded with God to intervene in

the natural world just this once and direct a good-sized trout to his father’s hook so that the

man’s brow could unclench and he could be completely happy, at least for a moment. It wasn’t

just that Giannangeli loved fishing; it was more that these trips were so brief, squeezed in

between military assignments, and he wanted them to be a success.In 1972, Robert was

sixteen. Secretly, without his father’s knowledge, he’d become an ardent opponent of the

Vietnam War. “My father would have been livid had he known,” thought Robert. So he hid his

feelings. The Giannangelis were living in Colorado Springs at the time, a military town that

almost—but not quite—seemed cut off from the roiling mood of the rest of the country. One

day, Robert got word that an antiwar march was going to be held the next day and the route

would take it to the Air Force base—actually, to the very building where his father worked.

Robert decided to go.The next afternoon he found himself striding toward the base, chanting

antiwar slogans with other men and women of all ages and hoisting their signs decrying the

bombings and the napalm runs and the deaths of innocent civilians. When they reached his

father’s building, Robert saw military snipers on the roof, watching the crowd and ducking to

speak into their walkie-talkies. There were the disapproving faces of Air Force officers in the

windows as well, but what Robert feared most was the heart-stopping possibility that a friend

of his father’s might spot him and tell the old man and he would learn that Robert despised

what he was doing in the service of his country. Robert knew a confrontation between him and

his dad was inevitable, but he could no longer countenance the burning hooches and dead

children he saw on the CBS Evening News. And so he refused to stop what he was doing.If

Robert was hiding his true feelings from his father, so was Lieutenant Colonel Giannangeli

hiding his role in the war from his sons and daughters. He’d implied to his children that his work

wasn’t that dangerous; in fact, he’d basically told them he had what amounted to a desk job.

But Robert had intimations that all was not as it seemed. Months earlier, Giannangeli had gone

to a rigorous jungle survival school in the Philippines that all airmen were required to complete,

the same one that Gene Hambleton had gone through on his way to the war. When he

returned home to Colorado Springs, Giannangeli brought back a knife, a sharp-toothed,

dangerous-looking thing. Robert had found the knife and he’d been fascinated, almost

obsessed, by it ever since, especially the special hook that his dad informed him was to cut a

parachute cord if you got hung up in a tree. One night Robert secretly went to his father’s room

and took the weapon and brought it back to his bedroom, where he hid it on a shelf in his



closet, a totem of unspoken things. He’d felt guilty about it ever since. On April 1, Robert had a

dream in which his father came to him and asked for the weapon back.As the EB-66s flew

north that afternoon, Lieutenant Colonel Giannangeli, who was deeply religious, may have said

a prayer. Then he likely settled into his seat and caught some sleep, which was standard for

crows on long missions. Rest was hard to come by, and you grabbed some whenever you

could. Colorado was fourteen hours behind. Giannangeli’s children were asleep, as was Gwen

Hambleton.The planes drew closer to the target, flying in the thin air of thirty thousand feet.

They were joined by two jet fighters that would watch for approaching MiGs, along with two

F-105G fighter-bombers with special missiles mounted on their wings designed to hit SAM

sites on the ground. The nine aircraft now flew in a loose formation as the bright sunshine of

afternoon softened and the first hints of dusk darkened the line of hills on the horizon.It was

quiet inside the plane; there was a feeling of seclusion. Hambleton’s tight-fitting helmet and

rubber earphones, along with the thick soundproofing on the EB-66C, blocked the hiss of air

rushing past outside the metal skin of the airplane. Hambleton could hear his own breathing

and the breathing of Bolte; occasionally the navigator chatted with the pilot, updating him on

their course. When they were ten minutes from the target, Bolte called back to the EWOs. “You

crows in back wake up. Crank up your jamming equipment . . . Stand by to dispense chaff.”

Hambleton heard a click in his headset, one of the crows acknowledging. He bent over his

monitor, his reading glasses perched on his nose. It was about 4:50 p.m.As they approached

the DMZ, something unexpected happened. The monitors in front of the crows and Hambleton

began blinking. Amber lights. Enemy radar sites were turning on and tracking the planes, and

the amber lights in front of the crows were flashing. The B-52s started to jam the enemy radar,

throwing an electronic smokescreen up around the formation.As they got closer to their target,

two Fan Song radar systems to the west came up on their screens. The green lights blinked on.

The crows onboard the B-52s turned on their jamming equipment and waited for red.Red

signal. Four SAMs launched into the air.The other EB-66 was closer to the launch sites, on the

opposite side of the formation, and the SAMs locked on it. The pilot counted off one thousand

one, one thousand two . . . When he reached one thousand five, he rolled and dove for the

earth, spraying chaff as he went. The missiles couldn’t turn with the craft and exploded

harmlessly in midair.Hambleton heard a voice on his UHF radio. It was the pilot aboard the

other EB-66, Bat 22. “SAM uplink, vicinity of DMZ, Bat 22.” Six more SAMs hissed into the air

and the planes dove and turned to avoid the rockets. The missiles shot up through the

formation and exploded, but the bursts of shrapnel missed the diving airplanes.To the

northwest, a North Vietnamese SAM unit—Detachment 62—was in an “alert posture.” The

soldiers were expecting American aircraft to pass over them on the way to delivering airstrikes

farther north. The telephone in the command post rang; an officer picked it up, listened, then

announced that enemy airplanes were approaching from the southwest. “Avenge our murdered

compatriots!” the commander cried. The men of Detachment 62 watched the skies for

contrails.The American planes had regained their altitude and were streaming toward the

target area at about 530 mph. Tracer bullets arced up at them from antiaircraft artillery—AAA—

batteries on the ground, leaving puffs of white smoke in hollowed-out circles drifting in the air.

The F-105Gs spotted the missile sites and dove to bomb them.One of the men from

Detachment 62 spotted the American planes above. “Target acquired!” he shouted in

Vietnamese. Bat 21, Hambleton’s plane, was the farthest out on the northwest edge of the

formation. It was now between Detachment 62 and the B-52s.The sky was thick with the white

contrails of newly launched missiles soaring toward the glints in the sky. “Oh shit,” shouted the

pilot of Bat 22. He jinked the aircraft away from the SAMs, which began exploding one after the



other, the concussions sending pressure waves through the thin aluminum skins of the

American planes.Hambleton was studying his instruments and glancing at his maps. In the

belly of the aircraft, the crows were bent over their equipment, tracking the SAM launches. The

air was now filled with a collection of dodging aircraft, Soviet missiles, and heavy flak. With so

many SAMs in the air, you could jink away from one and veer right into the path of another. But

Hambleton’s lights were still dark; no amber or green lights had come up, which meant that no

radar had locked on to his plane and no SAM sites were tracking it.The men of Detachment 62

had purposefully not turned on their radar or guidance systems. They’d decided on an optical-

only launch, something that Hambleton and the other crews had never experienced before.

When the American planes came into range, the Vietnamese commander yelled “Fire!” Three

SAMs leapt off their launchpads in a boiling mist of orange smoke.Aboard Bat 21, the amber

and green lights remained dark.The solid boosters pushed the missiles skyward, the SAMs

quickly attaining Mach 3. The boosters cut out and the liquid fuel ignited, a red fuming nitric

acid acting as the oxidizer to the pure kerosene fuel. The wings on the tail stabilized the

missiles as they rocketed upward at 2,600 mph, while the fretted surfaces of their metal fins

prevented them from rolling over and exploding.One SAM soared toward Bat 21, flying

thousands of feet above. The North Vietnamese controller on the ground guided the missile by

sight alone, maneuvering it by radio signals sent to two sets of small antennas placed just

ahead of the forward fins. As the nose of the missile cut through the warm air, just behind it lay

the fragmentation warhead, lethal within a radius of 820 feet.Finally, the controller switched on

the guidance system. The missile “found” the American plane and darted toward it.Red lights

flashed inside Bat 21. “SAM on scope!” a voice shouted in Hambleton’s earpiece. Hambleton

was bewildered. What had happened to the amber and green? The red warning signal was

beeping furiously. The pilot, Bolte, began counting to himself. One thousand one, one thousand

two, one thousand . . . But his margin of error had been cut in half. “We were five seconds late,”

Hambleton recalled, “and we didn’t know it.”“Move right!” one of the crows said on the

interphone. Bolte whipped the plane to the right, toward where he thought the missile was. He

would dive under it and the SAM would roll and explode. The EB-66 began to turn into the

break.
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ddsreader, “Great War Story. The book is a refresher of the BAT 21 mission. It's told from

different perspectives ranging from the airmen who were flying watch over downed flight

navigator Hambleton's journey to freedom, Tom Norris, the Navy Seal who risked his life to

save Hambleton, to the Vietnamese commando that worked with Norris. It also touches on the

other downed airmen that were captured and held as POW's in their attempts to save

Hambleton. Author Talty also touches on the lives of those lost trying to save Hambleton, and

at times asks the question "Were those lost lives necessary in the course of saving just one

man?" I thought that was a nice touch and gave a "human" feel to the story. Not just a blood n

guts war story where everyone wins medals. Although Norris did get a Medal of Honor for this

mission, it was for much more than just saving Hambleton. Overall the book was a good read.

Anyone familiar with the story knows how it ends. If you don't know the BAT 21 mission history,

pick it up, its a good read. If you do know it, and want a different point of view, it will hold your

attention and maybe provide some info you weren't aware of.”

Patrick, “Good read. I had read the original Bat-21 book years ago. It was very interesting to

read this book by an impartial third-party. A few of the revelations about what really did or didn't

happen were eye-opening. Yet, those revelations didn't diminish what was accomplished. This

book perhaps even enhances those accomplishments in my mind.Also incredibly interesting

was the parallel stories of the those who tried to save the airman; some of whom scarified their

own lives. if I were asked to choose which book tells the story better, hands down, this would

be the one.My only complaint about the book is that in a few places (not many) the narrative

seems to drag on a bit. Fortunately, it always picks up again.”

G Mills, “One man made all the difference.... I don't remember this action, although I was

watching the news closely from 1968 to 1975. I was drafted in 71 out of high school but Nixon

stopped the draft in January 1972. But the real story usually doesn't come out till years later in

a book such as this, and one hell of a tale it is. Well written account of brave men lost in a

desperate scramble to recover downed pilots. The final effort put forth by a lone SEAL, and his

fellow commando is a lesson of determination and bravery, ya gotta read it...”

Elizabeth L Wintrode, “Wonderful Book. I originally purchased this book for my brother. During

the late 60s he was stationed in Thailand at a small base close to Laos. Stan was a

loadmaster and was part of the crew that flew over North Vietnam on regular missions. I

opened the book and started to read. I could not put it down. Very well written and

researched. I am sure my brother will also enjoy this book. I would highly recommend "Saving



Bravo".”

John S, “Excellent true story of rescued Air Force officer in Vietnam. A very detailed but fast

moving account of the rescue of Bat 21 who was shot down, surrounded by NVA, and finally

rescued by a Navy SEAL. The officer had previously worked in top secret rocket defenses and

the Air Force initiated a huge rescue operation to retrieve him and keep his secrets from the

enemy. After losing a number of men when their plane and chopper was shot down the Air

Force decided they couldn't risk any more men and craft to rescue him. A Marine officer

decides to attempt the rescue and organizes an overland rescue by a Navy SEAL and South

Vietnamese sea commandos and rangers. A great true story much better than the original Bat

21 version.”

Stephen V. Tucker, “The real story of this incredible rescue mission.. A long time ago I read the

book Bat21 and vaguely remembered the story. I saw this book and wondered if it was simply

a shorter version that regurgitates the old story just to make a buck. Instead this book does an

superb job of telling this incredible story using only the facts.”

Hobbes' Mother, “It’s a Real Thriller!. It was especially interesting to me as my husband flew in

Vietnam (before I knew him, thank goodness), so a lot of the Air Force lingo was familiar as

well as various locations our Air Force air crews were stationed in Thailand and Vietnam.

(SPOILER ALERT!!!.......) It was a thriller to the very end and thank the good Lord he was

rescued. It’s tragic, however, so many other aircrews and aircraft perished during his rescue.

Even if you don’t have a military background, this is an exciting book and gives the reader

insight as to what American Flyers do in combat all over the world.”

Marsha Severyn, “Great book. Interesting to see it from both sides of rescuer and person being

rescued. To be stuck alone in enemy territory for 11 days has to change a person.”

The book by Stephan Talty has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 994 people have provided feedback.
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